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ABSTRACT

Colors enhance the esthetic and functional aspects of three-dimensional (3D) printed objects via material extrusion (MEX). However, existing 3D printing techniques require additional materials and hardware that are either challenging to calibrate or too costly for average 3D printing users. This paper presents a fabrication technique we call 3D printed pyrography, which enables printing multiple shades of color and gradients using a wood filament and a single-nozzle extruder. We investigate the effects of printing temperature and speed on the color properties of wood filament (ColorFabb). Using Euclidean distance in CIELAB color space, we employed perceptual metrics to quantify color differences between samples with different print temperatures (minimum: 195 °C, maximum: 300 °C, and 5 °C increment). As a result, we identified all samples had perceivable discrete colors (ΔE ≥ 1), and, by applying a more conservative threshold, we can refine the count to sixteen distinct colors (ΔE ≥ 2.3). This approach underscores the sensitivity of color perception to printing parameters and highlights the utility of ΔE in CIELAB parameters in discerning color differences in 3D printed objects. Furthermore, we encapsulate this information in a custom software interface. This tool allows users to specify shades or map photographic images directly onto 3D surfaces, and generates the G-code that modulates the nozzle temperature and achieves the desired shading. We demonstrate 3D printed pyrography through 11 applications, such as enhancing visual esthetics, offering visual guidance, and embedding markers to merge digital information with physical objects.

1. Introduction

3D printing with multiple colors opens many opportunities for visual expression and rich applications not possible with monochromatic objects. For example, previous works used colors to enhance the esthetics of 3D artifacts with photographic images, logos, and labels placed onto their surfaces [53], or to convey structural properties of geometry by showing FEM simulation results as colors in the 3D printed object itself [36]. Even binary black and white colors, despite their limited expressiveness, are sufficient to create AR markers [14] or display visual operating instructions, e.g., on a 3D printed kettlebell [64].

Motivated by these scenarios, researchers have tried to find methods to embed colors directly in 3D printed objects, specifically with Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) machines—one of the most common type of 3D printers. Currently, 3D printing in colors can be achieved by printing a filament composed of multiple colors [55], by using multiple independent extrusion nozzles (one per filament) [16,18,48], by cutting and reconnecting filaments which are later fed through a single extruder [43], or by adding colored ink to filament on-demand from a CMYK cartridge [47] or marker pens [38,50]. While these techniques provide wide color options, they often require multiple filaments or specialized hardware that is not commonly available to the average user, and require expertise and delicate calibration processes. This paper introduces 3D printed pyrography, a novel technique and software system that allows users to 3D print artifacts with multiple and distinct shades from a single color, using a wood-based filament extruded from a single-nozzle FFF printer. Our approach does not require manual intervention (e.g., changing filaments) or hardware upgrades. Instead, it appropriates the pyrography technique [25,46] of charring wood to alter its color appearance, and applies it to 3D printing by generating G-code that dynamically controls the temperature of the nozzle (and thereby the wood particles in the filament) during the printing process. Through a rigorous material investigation of how wood filament is affected by nozzle temperature and extrusion speed, we were able to...
identify 16 distinct, achievable color shades. With this knowledge, we developed an automatic software pipeline and a 3D slicer that let users selectively apply different color shades to various parts of 3D printed artifacts that—despite being printed using the same material and a single-nozzle machine—look unique and different from each other. For example, Fig. 8 shows the same 3D character printed with different shading patterns, including discrete color patches and gradients, to achieve completely distinct looks despite being printed with the same material. In some cases, these shades provides functional and meaningful information that would be lost if printed in a single color: the horizontal markings on the cone in Fig. 8b are essential to signify that this is a safety cone and not a generic indicator. The list of other possible example usages goes on and includes placing text and logos on 3D objects (Fig. 10a), texture-mapping surfaces with images (Fig. 7d-e), embedding AR markers (Fig. 11a), and using color shades as visual guidance during the assembly of parts (Fig. 10b-c).

The contributions of this paper are threefold:

- A rigorous exploration of how wood-based filament is affected by nozzle temperature and extrusion speed. An investigation to identify the distinguishable color variations in printed wood filament, a study that could be extended to other printed wood materials.
- A set of diverse applications that describes the design space afforded by selectively applying shades of color to the surface of a 3D model. Inspired by previous work [36,55] we present applications that enhance the esthetics of the 3D artifacts (e.g., color patches, gradients, texture mapping) but also highlight usages for functional prototypes (e.g., visual markers and visual guidance).

2. Material and methods

2.1. 3D printed pyrography

This paper presents a novel method to generate multiple shades of color with a single wood filament using a single-extruder FFF printer without hardware upgrades or additional fabrication steps. We achieve this by selectively charring (or toasting) the wood fibers of an off-the-shelf wood filament while printing—a technique known as pyrography [46].

The principle of this technique is the same as that used when engraving wood filament while printing [29], or manually burning wood with a soldering iron for arts and crafts [46]. We perform our tests using the ColorFab filament [10], which is composed of 70% of PLA and 30% of recycled pinewood fibers.

2.2. Wood filament investigation

The process of charring is affected by two distinct parameters: the temperature of the nozzle, and the extrusion speed at which the filament travels through the nozzle (i.e., the duration for which a filament is heated). The following section investigates the effect of these two parameters on material color through two separate studies; we aim to determine the maximum number of perceivably distinct colors that can be printed and the most reliable way to produce consistent results.

2.3. Relating temperature and color for wood filament

The first study investigates the effect of nozzle temperature on material color. For this and all following studies, a 3D printer running Rep-Rap firmware equipped with a direct-drive extrusion E3D volcanic nozzle (0.8 mm diameter) was used. A 1.5× extrusion multiplier was applied to prevent clogging.

To test the relationship between temperature and color we printed twenty-two cuboid samples (10 × 10 × 10mm) with temperatures from 195°C to 300°C at intervals of 5°C, while maintaining a 100 mm/min extrusion speed. This range was chosen by following the manufacturer’s recommended printing temperature (195°C to 220°C) and extending it to 300°C, which is the maximum temperature that our nozzle can achieve. The 5°C increment is based on the fact that our printer’s internal firmware starts printing within ±2.5°C of a programmed temperature [15], i.e. the smallest reliable step size.

The printed samples were then photographed in a dark room environment with a fixed light source and camera setting (Canos EOS 6D, 1/800, ISO 4000, F14). To ensure consistency across the photos, a fixed white balance of 5500 K was applied to all photos. One representative RGB value was sampled from each photo by applying an averaging filter on the top surface of each cuboid, where layer lines would not introduce shadows. As in [62], these values were then plotted onto a CIELAB color space graph (International Commission on Illumination) with a custom Python script using an OpenCV package for converting RGB to CIELAB through a standard CIE scale (L*: 0–100, a* and b*: centered 0). The total number of perceivably-distinct colors was defined by computing the Euclidean distance (ΔE) between the samples in the CIELAB space, where ΔE = 1 is a just-noticeable color difference (JND) [39]. We openly share the python-script used in this method in a Github repository.

2.3.1. Results and findings from temperature and color

As shown in Fig. 1 and Figure A.1 of the Appendix, the pairwise distance between all the samples is greater than the CIE standard for color difference (ΔE = 1), with an average of 2.6 ΔE (SD = 1.04, min: 1, max: 4.75). This finding reveals that all 22 shades of colors printed at different temperatures are visually distinguishable from each other because they are above the just-noticeable-difference (JND) threshold of ΔE = 1. Furthermore, the finding demonstrates that a 5°C difference in nozzle temperature is indeed sufficient for our purpose to create distinguishable colors.

However, prior works also suggest that the CIE standard (ΔE = 1) is an optimistic theoretical value, which means that not all users may be able to easily discern these colors. Thus, they proposed a more conservative JND with a ΔE of 2.3 [1,39]. Following this suggestion, we extracted from our original samples a subset with a JND threshold of ΔE = 2.3 between consecutive values. For example, Fig. 2 shows a difference of ΔE = 2.56 between the sample printed at 210°C vs. its immediate predecessor (printed at 205°C). However, the sample printed at 225°C was not sufficiently distinguishable (ΔE ≤ 2.3) from its immediate predecessors (220°C and 215°C), but yet very different from the sample printed at 210°C (ΔE = 3.1). Following this approach we were able to identify 16 distinguishable shades of color—the 15 shown in Fig. 2 plus the initial reference value of the cuboid printed at 195°C. The average Euclidean distance between adjacent pairs of these sixteen samples is ΔE = 3.5 (SD: 1.05, min: 2.35, max: 5.67).

From these results combined we can conclude the following: firstly, by altering the nozzle temperature in steps of 5°C we were able to print 22 distinguishable shades of color (ΔE ≥ 1). Following a more conservative JND of ΔE = 2.3, we were still able to identify 16 unique shades spanning a total Euclidean distance of ΔE = 44.82. Secondly, while 5°C intervals were sufficient to uniquely identify shades for the first case, in the second case

---
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shades were printed at different discrete intervals, up to 20 °C. It is also worth noting that the RGB graphs shows a linear relationship between colors and temperatures ($R^2 \geq 0.97$). Finally, greater distinction at the expense of fewer colors can be achieved by further doubling the $\Delta E$, which would result in colors that are even more distinguishable. This threshold is user-dependent or application-specific, and can be explored by using our methodology, above.

2.4. Extrusion speed-color relationship for wood filament

The second study investigates the effect of extrusion speed on material color. A total of fifteen cuboid samples were printed with three different nozzle temperatures (195, 250, and 300 °C) and five different speeds, doubling at each step in the range of 100–1600 mm/min. The printed samples were photographed and plotted as in the first study. The speed of 100 mm/min was the same as used in the previous experiment and serves as a baseline condition.

2.4.1. Results and findings from speed and color

Fig. 3 shows that the average Euclidean distances ($\Delta E$) between the two most extreme shades of color in a set are 9.97, 24.42, and 47.72 at respectively 195 °C, 250 °C, and 300 °C. Furthermore, we observe that, for a given temperature, increasing the speed results in lighter shades, while decreasing it results in darker ones—the role of speed is merely that of modulating the amount of charring by changing how long the filament is exposed to the nozzle heat. Finally, we observe that the relationship between speed and color is non-linear: fitting logarithmic curves gives $R^2 \geq 0.97$ in all cases (Fig. 3b).
2.5. Discussion on results and findings

The combined results of these studies tell a simple story. Both nozzle temperature and extrusion speed affect the range and number of color shades that can be printed using the ColorFabb wood filament [10]. Temperature and colors have a linear relationship ($R^2$ never below than 0.97), and, if we select a ΔE of 2.3, we can uniquely identify 16 colors. Extrusion speed also results in changes in colors, however, these changes are more difficult to control. Therefore, for this paper, we decided to use temperature-control alone as a method to generate shades for their simplicity and reliability. For the rest of the paper we identify the 16 unique shades of colors by their print temperature or by name (e.g., $S_1$, $S_{16}$).

3. Theory

This paper is closely related to previous literature on hardware and software based multi-color 3D printing techniques, and previous functional exploration of wood-impregnated 3D printed material.

3.1. Multi-color FFF printing

FFF printers work by depositing molten thermoplastic filament layer-by-layer from a heated nozzle, constructing stacked 2D paths that eventually form three-dimensional objects. Although it is certainly possible to add colors to monochromatic 3D printed artifacts using post-printing methods (e.g., spray-painting [19], acrylic-painting [27], or hydro-dipping [65]), researchers have pursued methods for creating colorful objects directly through the printing process, for example, by using filaments of different colors and multi-nozzle FFF printers [16,48]. This approach is straightforward but requires less common, more expensive printers, which also require careful calibration for various nozzles to ensure filament alignment.

Filament switching machines [43,48] cut and re-connect multiple filaments into one before feeding it through the nozzle, but also require additional hardware and are prone to jamming at filament fuse points. Programmable Filament [55] creates a multi-colored filament by printing multiple color filaments into a single strand, which is later used to print a colored object. While this technique does not require additional printer hardware (as the cut and re-connect approach does) and allows for arbitrary numbers of colors, it involves the additional step of printing a programmed spool from individual color filaments, which adds to printing time and labor.

A simpler alternative to using multiple color filaments is to ink them just before printing. This technique involves coloring white or transparent filaments with a marker, eliminating the need for switching between filaments. 3DPrint- Colorizer [56] colors the outer surface of a printed object layer by layer with a permanent marker that is attached to the 3D printer’s tool head, while Automated Filament Inking [38] colors the filament before extruding it through a heated nozzle. Both methods require additional hardware and meticulous calibration since even minor deviations can compound throughout the print, resulting in colors appearing incorrectly in the final object.

Finally, there are commercially-available machines such as da Vinci Color [47] that use CMYK ink cartridges to color prints made from PLA filament specially designed to absorb ink, but the ink is prone to drying due to its constant exposure to heat inside the machine [38,47]. Overall, inking offers the ability to print a wide range of colors with a single material, but this benefit is offset by the need for hardware upgrades, color markers or ink cartridges, and a careful calibration process. Figs. 4 and 5

3.2. Thermally-activated filaments

Heat is one of the possible parameters that can be used to dynamically morph the shape [2,42,54,60,61] of 3D printed objects, or temporarily shift their color hue via thermochromic pigments [34]. Heat-based shape-changing leverages the residual stress accumulated during the initial printing process [44]. Polymer chains that have been stretched and cooled release this residual stress upon being reheated beyond the glass transition temperature, leading to a contraction along the printing direction [44]. Several researchers have applied this effect on both single- [54,60,61] and multi-material [2,42] prints to create large-scale objects such as shape-changing furniture [61], support-free printing [2], collision-free morphing actuators [42], and perfect-fit medical casts [54].

Heat has also been used to temporarily modify the colors of a completed printed artifact. Thermochromic filament changes color when subjected to temperatures above its color-activation threshold (e.g., 32 °C [7]) and reverts to its original color upon cooling below the threshold. This repeatable process allows designers and researchers to 3D print objects that can shift between two colors. For example, thermochromic material is used in a variety of applications including wearable bracelets that can monitor fever [13], displays that visualize the charge of a battery [20], and level-sensors for containers of liquids [23]. ChromoFilament [34] is also based on thermochromic pigment mixed with thermoplastic, but it focuses on color as a proxy for when a heated plastic object is safe to be touched and modified by hand.

All these projects use heat after printing to activate fabricated objects (i.e., mechanical motion or temporary visual changes). In contrast to these, our approach focuses on heating during printing to achieve a permanent change of the look 3D printed artifacts through color shades.

3.3. 3D Printing wood filament

Wood, a naturally abundant renewable organic material that comes from plants, can be combined with various 3D printing materials such as polymers [10], gypsum [24], bio-polymers [35], and nanocomposites [5]. Commercially- available wood filaments for FFF printers use Poly-Lactic Acid (PLA) as a binder for fine wood particles, enabling it to be used for 3D printing objects with a wood-like look and feel [10]. Prior works that used wood filaments have studied the mechanical [4,17,21,
and thermal properties [9, 37, 56] of 3D printed wood. Higher wood content inside the filament could increase the modulus tensile strength (GPa) but decreases the tensile strength (MPa) [12, 33]. The poor bindings between wood content and PLA fails to encapsulate wood particles, leading to poor bonding and load transfer [33].

The color of the wood filament also depends on both the type and amount of wood particles. Studies have explored various wood types in 3D printing materials, such as beech [32], aspen [56], poplar [4], and pine [21, 45]. For instance, filaments with spruce tree particles [45] have a lighter color than the ones with beech or poplar [4, 32] due to the natural color of the source material. The color can also be altered by increasing or decreasing the concentration of wood particles in the filament, with higher wood content resulting in darker colors [12]. While both variables may influence the coloration of the filament, the process of fabricating filaments from raw materials is not readily accessible to the average 3D printer user. This additional fabrication step also imposes an elevated labor requirement preceding the printing phase. Furthermore, these filaments would still only be capable of printing a single color without the techniques mentioned in the previous sections (i.e., changing or blending filaments, or inking).

These limitations reveal an opportunity for a more user-friendly approach to selectively customize the color of wood filament.

4. Results

This section describes our software editor developed to support 3D printed pyrography. Using this tool, the users can import a digital geometry and selectively apply various colors to portions of its surfaces using three shading styles: discrete patches, linear gradients, and image mapping. The results of this input can be immediately visualized directly in the software, and when the user is ready, the system generates the G-code instructions that are used for 3D printing. The process results in printed artifacts made with wood filament and shaded (i.e., charred) as specified by the user using the software interface.

The graphical user interface and the custom slicer were developed in C# with Rhinocommon API [5] and Human UI, a Rhino Grasshopper add-on.

4.1. User interface: input and real-time visualization

We developed an open-sourced software interface7 as an extension plugin for Rhino 3D that allows users to apply various color shades to 3D models and to digitally visualize the results. Users first import geometry in any 3D file format (e.g., .stl, .obj, .3dm). By clicking on the polygons of interest and buttons on the user interface we provided (Fig. 6a), the users can then choose among three types of shading methods: discrete patches, linear gradients, and image mapping.

4.1.1. Discrete patches and linear gradients

For discrete and gradient shadings, users select a color from the interface (Fig. 6a) and assign it to the polygon mesh of a 3D geometry. The interface provides, via visual buttons, options for 16 discrete shades (determined through the material investigation) and linear gradients in four directions. The gradients are linear interpolations of two arbitrary colors (e.g. from \( S_1 \) to \( S_{16} \) with the minimum temperature increment of \( 5 \)°C) along the vertical or horizontal axis (left-right, right-left, top-down, bottom-up) and span the whole user selection. During this process, the software provides a real-time visualization of the assigned shades (Fig. 6b).

4.1.2. Image mapping

To create an image-driven 3D pyrography, the end user uploads an image file (e.g., .jpg or .png) of arbitrary size, and selects the target surface. This surface can be either flat, as in Fig. 7b, or curved, as in Fig. 7c. The color at each point of the 3D surface is computed by extracting the greyscale value of the corresponding pixel in the image, and interpolating it across the full range of color shades.

4.2. Slicing and printing

Once the user has finalized the shading of the 3D digital model in the software, the system proceeds with creating a G-code file using our custom slicer. The slicer produces the machine instructions for the path and temperature control used by the printer, and a visualization of the printing paths within the editor that enables users to quickly inspect whether the shades they have applied to the 3D model correspond to the desired final effect (Fig. 6d).

4.2.1. Generating G-code

Our custom slicer follows similar procedures to conventional FFF
slicers [11,49,52]. It creates an extrusion trajectory—known as the printing path—layer by layer (here, 0.4 mm layer height), then clusters printing paths (i.e., outer walls, inner walls, or infill) and sorts them in the correct printing order: inner walls → infills → outer walls. However, unlike conventional slicers, our software is capable of injecting changes in nozzle temperature at specific printing path coordinates. Specifically, the software alters the temperature settings for each printing path of the outer wall by issuing a G-code command before moving the nozzle to the desired location and extruding the filament.

The algorithm operates by generating G-code instructions for the individual layers of a geometric model. Each layer represents a horizontal cross-section of the initial model, wherein the outer boundary forms the shell, and the interior is filled with a grid-like structure called infill (Fig. 6c). The infill serves as structural support and is printed at a speed of 1600 mm/min and a temperature of 195°C, as recommended by the filament manufacturer. The shell, which can be further categorized into inner and outer walls, plays a crucial role in defining surface details and shading. Specifically, the inner wall is printed at a thickness of 1.2 mm (also at 195°C) and is subsequently outlined by another 1.2 mm print line, the outer wall. Temperature control is selectively applied to the outer wall to achieve desired shading effects. We printed the inner structures (e.g., inner wall and infills) with the nozzle temperature of 195°C regardless of the outer wall’s color shade in order to minimize the structural damage caused by thermal degradation of outer wall.

The shading process for the outer wall functions as follows: for each layer, the system calculates the perimeter of the model’s cross-section and extracts a poly-line. The poly-line is divided by the points where polygons with different user-assigned shades intersect. This results in series of poly-line segments with different color-shades. Finally, the system generates G-code instructions to both heat the nozzle to the necessary temperature for an assigned color and extrude the filament along the specified paths. To minimize the number of times the nozzle temperature needs to be adjusted, all paths are sorted by temperature in ascending order.

4.2.2. G-code visualization

The system provides a G-code visualization directly in the user interface. This is useful to verify how color shades are applied to the sliced 3D geometry, approximating the look of the printed artifact. Each
printing path is color-coded in a gradient from white (195°C) to red (300°C), representing the temperature at each point of the path. This allows users to confirm the segmentation of the printing path, the number of layers in the overall geometry, the amount of infill, and the printing temperature created by the custom slicer.

### 4.2.3. 3D printing

Our software interface allows saving the G-code in a file compatible with the RepRap firmware, allowing direct export to a single-nozzle FFF printer. The printer interprets the sequence of G-code commands to guide the nozzle movements in the X, Y, and Z coordinates and applies temperature changes for each path using the built-in temperature command. For each temperature adjustment, the machine pauses and waits until it reaches the target temperature (e.g., 195°C, 230°C, or 300°C) and then continues with the printing. In our configuration, temperature is not changed while extruding or moving the nozzle to prevent clogs (refer to limitations section).

### 4.2.4. Adjusting temperature during printing process

To adjust the nozzle temperature we used the following method. The extruder moves outside the printing bed using the G1 command. To change the temperature, we issue the RepRap standard M109 Set Extruder Temperature and Wait command with the R Accurate Target Temperature parameter to set the target temperature and wait until the nozzle reaches the set temperature. Cooling fans are enabled using the M106 S255 command only when the target temperature is below the current one. To accelerate the heating time and prevent nozzle clogging, the fan is kept off while raising the temperature and during the printing process. We measured the heating and cooling duration of the extruder nozzle for temperature changes of 10°C and of 100°C, finding that cooling is faster than heating. All measurements are averaged from three samples, results are reported in Table 1.

### 4.2.5. Purging materials

Purging the wood filament is necessary to prevent 3D printing with unwanted colors. If, for example, the system requires switching from a high temperature to a lower one, the filament present in the nozzle has already been heated (i.e., charred) and cannot be used to print the lighter shades. Therefore, purging the nozzle becomes essential to remove any residual material in the nozzle when the set temperature is lower than the current one (but unnecessary when the set temperature is higher or equal to the current one).

Purging in our system is implemented by extruding 15 mm of filament at two speeds, issuing the commands G1 E300 F500 and G1 E5 F1500 in sequence. This process was determined empirically by trial-and-error and ensures that no residual filaments remain clogged in the nozzle. The total purging time is 3 seconds.

### 4.3. Example applications

In this section, we showcase a variety of practical applications that exemplify the advantages of utilizing 3D printing with wood filament in multiple color shades across three distinct application domains.

#### 4.3.1. Integrating esthetically pleasing elements in 3D objects

Colors enhance the appearance and increase the diversity of a 3D model without requiring modifications of the geometry. In contrast to previous approaches, our method accomplishes this using just a single filament. This is readily apparent in the examples of the Pikachu model (see Fig. 8a), where three distinct variations of the same model are visible. The leftmost Pikachu was printed with a single color shade (S2 at 200°C, print time: 1 hrs 5 mins, filament consumed: 10 m), whereas the remaining models incorporated up to six discrete colors and three gradients applied to different surface patches (Fig. 8a — center Pikachu: 6 hrs 22 mins, 22.9 m, right Pikachu: 10 hrs 10 mins, 22.4 m). The tail and the right ear were printed using two vertical but opposed gradients, and the belt was printed with a single horizontal gradient.

Two other popular examples that allow direct comparisons with previous work [55] are the Stanford Bunny (Fig. 8c), which was printed with four shades and three gradients (S1, S2, S3, and S4), and a safety cone (Fig. 8b, single color — 39 mins, 3.8 m; dual color — 3hrs 57 mins, 4.1 m), which was printed with two shades (S2 and S3). In addition to applying colors to specified surface regions, our system can also apply visual textures to cover a larger portion of the object surface, resulting in

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time requirements for heating and cooling the extruder nozzle.</th>
<th>200–210 (Δ 10°C)</th>
<th>200–300 (Δ 100°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>15 s (SD: 1.5)</td>
<td>104 s (SD: 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling</td>
<td>9.3 s (SD: 0.5)</td>
<td>47 s (SD: 3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

8 https://www.reprapfirmware.org

9 https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:376601
more granular pixel-like control. For example, Fig. 7e shows a curved picture frame displaying the image of a zebra (1024 × 768) which was mapped to match the model's surface. Finally, Fig. 9a shows a wooden log split in two to demonstrate how the natural wood grain textures can be used to visually enrich the surface details of a 3D model that represents actual wood.

4.3.2. Embedding visual information in 3D objects

Using highly contrasting color shades also allows the embedding of visual information such as text and visual markings directly in the printed objects. Fig. 10a, for example, shows the text ‘Pikachu’ and a logo printed using multiple shades on the side of the character podium. Using high-contrast shades avoids modifications of the geometry (e.g., embossing or engraving) to make the text prominent.

Another usage of color shades is providing visual guidance on how to assemble or use a printed object. As an example, consider Fig. 10b, which showcases a pair of herringbone gears designed for a mirrored assembly, ensuring proper engagement of their teeth. Printing each side of the gears in distinct shades (W1 and W16) allows users to instantly and intuitively recognize the correct orientation.

For some applications, visually distinctive features with reduced tensile strength are desired. Fig. 10c depicts a modular cable manager with seven modules, each designed to be snapped off as needed. The modules are printed with the brightest shade (S1 at 195°C), while the snap-off segments connecting the modules are printed with the darkest (S16 at 300°C). This high visual (and temperature) contrast serves the dual purposes of clearly demarking the snap-off regions and also promotes a thermal degradation of the wood particles [22], creating predictable breaking points.

4.3.3. Embedding markers in 3D objects

Utilizing the pronounced visual contrast between light and dark color gradients (expressed as $C^1_{16} = 16 \times \frac{0.17}{0.03} = 0.49$, $\Delta E = 44.8$), our approach proves to be well-suited for enhancing objects with digital markers. To illustrate, Fig. 11a showcases a wooden toy car body devoid of wheels, but with an augmented reality (AR) marker at its end. By employing a smartphone equipped with AR tracking software (i.e., Adobe Aero\footnote{https://www.adobe.com/products/aero.html}), users can experience a seamless overlay of a complete digital rendering of the car atop the physical model. In another application (as depicted in Fig. 11c), we present a vase with a circular profile, deliberately crafted in a manner that allows the colors of distinct horizontal layers to be interpreted as a barcode (code-128\footnote{Barcode developed by Computer Identics Corporation (U.S.A.) in 1981. It can represent all 128 ASCII code characters}), thereby facilitating the identification of its source model.

While it has been established by previous researchers that embedding AR markers [14] and barcodes [40] within 3D objects is feasible, our examples demonstrate that our technique accomplishes this with a distinctive advantage: only a single filament and extruder nozzle are necessitated in our approach. The print details for all the applications above are available in Table 2.

5. Discussion

In this section, we identify opportunities for further development and integrations with previous work. We also acknowledge limitations of our current approach.

5.1. Integrating pyrography craft with printing

3D printed pyrography allows applying different shades onto 3D objects by dynamically controlling the nozzle temperature. This approach can be further expanded by combining a more conventional pyrography approach [46] where a wood filament is heated after being printed through a soldering iron [46] or a heat gun [34]. This hybrid approach may have limitations because of its imprecise temperature control. However, it enables to carving of various patterns and textures into 3D printed objects [59]. It could also be a possible future solution for smoothing out the 3D printed wood filament through heat treating or manual polishing with a heated iron.
5.2. Alternative materials for dynamic temperature control

Variable nozzle temperature during 3D printing can also affect non-wood-based materials, such as thermochromic [7] and varioShore [57] TPU filaments. When heated above its color transition temperature, thermochromic filament has color-changing properties, which can be engineered to have various thresholds [34]. While this color-changing effect is reversible, it is permanently deactivated when overheated (e.g., above 315°C [41]) as demonstrated previously with a laser cutter [58]. With our system we could selectively deactivate the filament’s color-changing capabilities.

Alternatively, varioShore filament [57] changes its mechanical flexibility based on printed temperature. With this material, our system can also be extended to 3D print geometries with differently-flexible parts from a single filament [26,30].

5.3. Opportunities for pyrography beyond color shades

Pyrography with dynamic temperature control extends possibilities beyond mere visual effects. The maximum temperature for our extruder (E3D direct drive Hemera with a volcanic nozzle [16]) is capped at 300°C, however, using a higher-temperature nozzle (e.g., >500°C [3,66]) could carbonize the wood particles in the filament [28]. However, high extrusion temperature may result in degradation of PLA, which degradation temperature is around 330°C [37]. Consequently, the carbonization of wood filament during extrusion requires the use of materials that combine wood particles with polymers capable of withstanding high temperatures, such as Polyamide Bioblends (i.e., bio-based nylons). These materials are known for their higher degradation temperatures (around 490°C [6]), making them suitable for such processes.

Wood filaments have also been employed for shape-changing objects in response to moisture [8,31]. Dynamic control over the printing temperature could possibly allow selective configurations of different parts of the geometry for higher water absorption when submerged [31]. Another possible objective for using 3D printing with dynamically changing temperatures is to control the mechanical properties of printed objects. For example, wood filament printed at high temperatures (>230°C) exhibits reduced tensile strength [22] compared to filament printed below 230°C. This suggests possible research directions, such as the exploration of 3D-printed shock-absorbing objects (e.g., helmets and protectors) designed with predictable breaking points as exemplified in Fig. 10c.

5.4. Mechanical properties of wood filament printed across temperature

While the mechanical properties such as tensile strength (MPa),

Table 2
Print statistics for each application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications/Print details</th>
<th>Pikachu (Fig. 8a)</th>
<th>Safety cone (Fig. 8b)</th>
<th>“hi” (Fig. 7d)</th>
<th>Zebra (Fig. 7e)</th>
<th>Wood log (Fig. 9a)</th>
<th>Stanford bunny (Fig. 9b)</th>
<th>Podium (Fig. 10a)</th>
<th>Paired gears (Fig. 10b)</th>
<th>Cable manager (Fig. 10c)</th>
<th>Toy car (Fig. 11a)</th>
<th>Vase (Fig. 11c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multi color print time (hr:min)</td>
<td>6:22</td>
<td>3:57</td>
<td>2:49</td>
<td>11:55</td>
<td>4:28</td>
<td>4:00</td>
<td>2:48</td>
<td>2:03</td>
<td>2:13</td>
<td>5:33</td>
<td>18:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi color filament usage (m)</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. of shades/grads</td>
<td>6 (3)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4 (3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume (cm³)</td>
<td>289.3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>201.9</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>134.8</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>107.2</td>
<td>280.2</td>
<td>663.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single color print time (hr:min)</td>
<td>1:05</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1:13</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0:42</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0:20</td>
<td>1:07</td>
<td>1:17</td>
<td>2:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single color filament usage (m)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
modulus tensile strength (GPa), and brittleness are beyond the scope of this paper, we have observed that 3D printed structures weaken due to thermal degradation of the wood filament from high printing temperatures. Prior works [37,56] have experimented with the thermal degradation of wood filament with various wood particle ratios from 0% to 40% at temperatures ranging from 200°C to 600°C. It has been observed that both pure PLA and wood PLA decompose within the temperature range between 270°C to 350°C, with the highest rate of decomposition observed at 330°C [56]. The mass of both wood PLA and pure PLA can decrease up to 90% at 600°C [37]. Wood filaments are less thermally stable than pure PLA due to lower degradation temperature, and ash content increases with increased wood particle ratio [37]. From these study results, we hypothesize that the thermal degradation of wood filament, attributed to the thinning of polymer chains, likely contributes to a reduction in the filament’s tensile strength and increased brittleness. To minimize the structural damage caused by thermal degradation of the filament when printed at high temperatures, we printed the inner structures (i.e., inner walls and infills) with the manufacturer’s recommended temperature (195°C) [10] regardless of the color that is assigned to the outer surface.

5.5. Limitations for printing and slicing

The main limitations of this work pertains to the control of the nozzle temperature. For each color transition, the nozzle must heat up or cool down to reach the new target temperature. As a result, the printing time increases linearly with the number of color changes along the printing path. The time required for 3D printing increases with the addition of colors to the design. For example, a one-color safety cone (seen in Fig. 8b) is printed in 39 minutes using 3.8 m of filament, whereas a two-color version of the cone takes much longer: 3 hours and 57 minutes, with a filament usage of 4.1 m. This time discrepancy is amplified with the introduction of additional color shades. A single-color Pikachu (Fig. 8a — left) requires 1 hour and 5 minutes to print, consuming 10 m of filament. However, a Pikachu model featuring six shades and three gradient patterns significantly extends the printing time, taking either 6 hours and 22 minutes (Fig. 8a, middle) or as much as 10 hours and 10 minutes (Fig. 8a, right), depending on the color shades. Empirically, we observed that, at room temperature (26°C), cooling the nozzle was generally faster than heating it—by a factor of 1.5–2.2x depending on target temperature difference, which lets us marginally improve printing time by printing shades from light to dark. Future work will need to investigate methods for speeding up heating or cooling the nozzle, or software to optimize the color-change order.

Another limitation is the range of temperature that our nozzle can achieve (i.e., 300°C is our maximum supported temperature). The immediate consequence of this threshold is that, with the current setup, the maximum number of shade is limited to 16. On top of that, nozzle clogging is more likely to happen for wood fiber composite filaments. We have observed this limitation from our early explorations when we experimented with gradually changing the temperature from 195°C to 300°C while simultaneously extruding. This approach was not considered in the paper because we immediately realized that it caused wood particle clustering and clogging (images of this exploration are included in the Appendix Figure A.3). This investigation led to the system implementing gradients by segmenting a path in discrete chunks with fixed temperatures, with the smallest path being 5 mm. Future work aiming to increase the maximum temperature threshold or supporting continuous gradients will need to carefully consider a suitable option for high-temperature nozzles.

This paper acknowledges certain limitations in the universal application of color on wood filaments. These include the number of discrete colors achievable and the fact that the specified temperature for color change can vary. Additionally, the type of wood fiber used can influence the resulting color (e.g., pine-PLA [21] has a darker color than beech-fill filament [32]). Despite these limitations, this paper presents a detailed methodology for identifying shades of color in any wood filament used in 3D printing. To illustrate this, we conducted an identical process using a different wood filament (Lay Filaments’ LayWoo-D3, which contains 40% recycled wood and 60% binding polymer). In this case, we observed 20 discrete colors, each with a JND being 1, and 13 colors each JND greater than 2.3. The full euclidean distance table, CIELAB color space and plotted RGB values are available in the Appendix Figure A.2.

Finally, we acknowledge the limitations of our custom G-code slicer. The slicer does not support conventional slicing features such as brim, raft, various infill patterns, bridging, and printing path optimization. We recognize these implementation issues, while also suggesting that, as in prior work about G-code generators [11,49,52], its capabilities are sufficient for our exemplary applications.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, our paper presents 3D printed pyrography, a simple yet novel technique that dynamically changes the printer’s nozzle temperature to char wood-based filament while 3D printing. The wood filament exploration have identified that the wood filament can render distinguishable color shades (ΔE ≥ 1) with a temperature difference of 5°C. Among all 22 samples (minimum: 195°C, maximum: 300°C, increment: 5°C), we demonstrate printing 16 perceivably different shades of wood colors (JND ≥ 2.3) from a single filament and extruder, without requiring hardware modification or special calibration. Our software system allows users to apply these 16 shades as discrete patches, 4 types of gradients, or mapped images as textures on 3D surfaces; the system automatically generates G-code for printing paths and for dynamically adjusting the nozzle temperature to achieve desired surface colors. Finally, to showcase the capabilities of 3D printed pyrography, we printed 11 applications showing how multiple shades can enhance or alter the visual esthetics of different 3D artifacts (e.g., Pikachu), display visual information about their usage (e.g., gears, cable manager), or embed digital markers (e.g., AR tracker) for tagging.
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## APPENDIX

### Fig. A.1.

Table of Euclidean distances between all 22 samples (Colorfabb) that are printed between 195°C and 300°C, with 5°C increment.

(a) **Temperature** | 195°C | 200°C | 205°C | 210°C | 215°C | 220°C | 225°C | 230°C | 235°C | 240°C | 245°C | 250°C | 255°C | 260°C | 265°C | 270°C | 275°C | 280°C | 285°C | 290°C | 295°C | 300°C
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>195°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>13.80</td>
<td>16.70</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>21.70</td>
<td>23.30</td>
<td>29.40</td>
<td>27.80</td>
<td>31.80</td>
<td>34.90</td>
<td>37.00</td>
<td>39.30</td>
<td>41.80</td>
<td>42.60</td>
<td>44.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>13.96</td>
<td>16.70</td>
<td>19.40</td>
<td>21.60</td>
<td>23.10</td>
<td>29.10</td>
<td>27.60</td>
<td>31.50</td>
<td>34.50</td>
<td>36.60</td>
<td>38.90</td>
<td>41.30</td>
<td>42.10</td>
<td>44.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>7.71</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>14.60</td>
<td>17.30</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>24.10</td>
<td>25.50</td>
<td>29.50</td>
<td>32.60</td>
<td>34.70</td>
<td>37.00</td>
<td>39.50</td>
<td>40.20</td>
<td>42.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>9.51</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>14.90</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>18.60</td>
<td>21.60</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>30.10</td>
<td>32.20</td>
<td>34.50</td>
<td>37.00</td>
<td>37.80</td>
<td>40.10</td>
<td>40.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>14.80</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>18.50</td>
<td>21.60</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td>27.10</td>
<td>30.20</td>
<td>32.40</td>
<td>34.80</td>
<td>37.30</td>
<td>38.10</td>
<td>40.30</td>
<td>40.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>7.93</td>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>13.60</td>
<td>16.90</td>
<td>18.40</td>
<td>21.60</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td>27.10</td>
<td>30.20</td>
<td>32.40</td>
<td>34.80</td>
<td>37.30</td>
<td>38.10</td>
<td>40.30</td>
<td>40.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>15.70</td>
<td>17.20</td>
<td>20.60</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>26.20</td>
<td>29.40</td>
<td>31.90</td>
<td>34.10</td>
<td>36.70</td>
<td>37.60</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>10.10</td>
<td>12.40</td>
<td>13.60</td>
<td>14.60</td>
<td>18.70</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>26.20</td>
<td>29.80</td>
<td>31.00</td>
<td>33.80</td>
<td>34.70</td>
<td>37.10</td>
<td>38.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>9.85</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>14.70</td>
<td>19.20</td>
<td>22.40</td>
<td>24.80</td>
<td>27.40</td>
<td>30.20</td>
<td>31.10</td>
<td>33.60</td>
<td>38.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>11.60</td>
<td>16.10</td>
<td>19.30</td>
<td>21.90</td>
<td>24.40</td>
<td>27.20</td>
<td>28.20</td>
<td>30.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>7.71</td>
<td>8.74</td>
<td>13.30</td>
<td>16.60</td>
<td>19.10</td>
<td>21.70</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>25.60</td>
<td>28.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>11.10</td>
<td>14.30</td>
<td>16.90</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>22.40</td>
<td>23.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>12.80</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>6.57</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>16.90</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>10.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>8.52</td>
<td>11.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>8.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>7.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300°C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) **Figure (a)**: Table of Euclidean distances between all 22 samples (Colorfabb) that are printed between 195°C and 300°C, with 5°C increment.

(c) **Figure (b)**: Graph showing the relationship between temperature and RGB value.
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